DISTRICT CONSERVATION AGENT'S REPORT

TO:
State Corporation Commission
Conservation Division
800 Bitting Building
Wichita, Kansas

FILE NO. 13-3
LOCATION CSF-SW
SEC. 36 TWP. 31 RGE. 10 W

Dry Hole X Abandoned Oil Well X Abandoned Gas Well

I have today completed supervision of plugging of:

Well No. 1 Lease W M. Torrence
Operator Gulf Oil Co. Address Box 344- Chace - Kansas
Field Dyer County Cotton
Total Depth Feet.

(Describe briefly the manner in which the well was plugged)

Definit of the Re-plugging of this Well, it was Plugged a
little over one month in Jan. - 45 by Poludny & Russell while
My hole was filled with cement and clay. The Plug
was not until it was filled and cemented in. Cleanout to
1742 ft. Showing 30 sacks of cement at 1742 ft. Through the
Total Plugged with Hard 100 ft - Set Bakericast Plug in
the 137 Surface Plug at 1874 ft - Pumped in 800 sacks
Cement

[Signatures]

C. H. Stoughton
District Conservation Agent

Date 4-25-45

Jack Wright - Plugging Contractor

4-27-48